Divorce in a family

Why did not they manage to create happy family?

Causes of divorce in a family issue is relatively new, but already urgent problem. It became widespread
only a couple of decades ago. According to the statistics, in 1950s only 3% of families got divorced, in
‘60s it was already 10%. In 1980s due to different reasons 33% of family could not avoid divorce. Today
the number of divorces is about 45%. So, there is no need to explain why this essay about divorce has
much importance and must be read. Besides, young generation starts to forget what value family has
and why they should try to save it.

Usually young families that exist for less than a year get divorced, also 1/3 of divorces happen in families
that exist for 1 – 5 years. That is why the problem of divorces is the problem of young people.

Of course, there are cases when divorce is necessary, when husband and wife do not respect each other,
do not love each other and do not take into consideration the opinion of each other, so in this case a
man and a woman in a family are almost enemies. So how can it be possible to avoid divorce in such a
family? Is it necessary at all? Trying to save the image of a happy family, parents may hurt emotionally
their children.

There are about 120 children on a hundred divorced families. And in the most of cases children stay with
their mothers. Besides, more than half of women do not marry for the second time, it means that there
is no male influence on a child in the process of upbringing.

And our school much feminized lately cannot replace the role of the father in a family. This fact leads to
bad consequences.

One of the main reasons of unhappy family life and as a consequence of divorce is the fact that future
husband and wife do not each other well enough before they decide to get married. When a young man
and a young woman with similar opinions and interests meet each other, we can say that they are lucky.
However, in most of cases people have to learn to live together, to adapt to family life. Unfortunately,
not everyone has patience, desire and knowledge to do that.

Let’s look at the example of two families. In both families husband and wife are talented people. In both
families they love each other. But the first family gets divorced, and the second one does not. What did

lead to the divorce in the first family? In this family the wife did not see friend in her husband, did not
consider him head of the family. She treated him as an enemy and used to think that children were a
trap that her husband purposely made to become more successful in the life. So when he studied his
postgraduate education, the wife decided to get divorced. In the second family the married couple
supported each other. The wife decided not to chase after the husband. The husband continued to get
education while she took café of the family. She said she did this for the family’s sake. The husband
thanks to his wife’s support became professional and perspective scientist. As a result, the whole family
got the benefit, what cannot be said about the first one.

In the past you could often hear such a phrase: “On the family council we decided…” Why do we hear it
so seldom today? Instead we can often hear about the competition between husband and wife, that
they do not want to give way to their second half. And after that they naively think that they can create
happy family and get family happiness.

About 40% of women and half of men after divorce create second marriage, so it means that the reason
of divorce becomes the reasons of women’s loneliness.

Women after divorce in most of cases do not give birth again. So divorces have negative impact on the
demographical situation. Young people so easily decide to get divorced and have very unserious attitude
to the marriage, that it seems that divorce is a new fashion trend, and this is another unusual cause of
divorce. Nowadays it is so easy to divorce, especially when a couple does not have children. Such a
simple way of marriage annulation leads to irresponsible attitude to marriage itself.

Fashion in the sphere of family life is very dangerous. And not everyone realizes it. People often hide
their own egoism behind love. It is so easy to blame love and jealousy, wife’s or husband’s bad temper.

Most of cases of divorce due to various reasons happen in the cities-millionaires. In such cities the family
social control of relatives, grandfathers and grandmothers, neighbors, etc. is less strong. And young
people more often and usually without much thinking get married. Also, there is much higher number of
venal and fictitious marriages, which very soon come to their end. Also, many young girls and boys have
to get married because they wait for a child.

Very often young people say that the family is destroyed but they cannot say the exact reason. And you
want to ask them: “Who were you in love: creators or destroyers? Whom did you become in fact?”

Causes of divorce

Research of the most common divorce reasons among young family gave the following result:

1st place. Cause of divorce is harmful habits, in particular the problem of alcoholism in a family (in most
cases husband’s alcoholism);

2nd place. Cause of divorce is adultery of one of the spouses;

3rd place. Cause of divorce is light-minded, thoughtless decision to get married;

4th place. Cause of divorce is living conditions, problems related to them and lack of money;

5th place. Cause of divorce is conflicts in a family because of the parents.

There is another reason that should be mentioned. Everyone knows such a term as marriage of
convenience. And everyone understands that the ground of the marriage is not love, but certain benefit
of one of the spouses. In such a family in the first years or eve months of marriage the basic rules of
mutual respect and moral principles are violated. And it is logically, because what is the base of marriage
(material interest instead of feelings), that is the result of marriage. Conflicts in such a family begin from
the very beginning, because there is no love and respect between the couple. People often forget that it
is not possible to build happy marriage basing on material interest. Such spouses divorce because they
have the material aspect, but the spiritual is absent.

The consequences of divorce

What does divorce for the married couple mean? Divorce is a painful phenomenon that leaves marks on
a human soul, it is always catastrophe, tragedy that affects people sometimes for years. Divorced
spouses sometimes miss each other, feel anxiety, despite the fact that they were the initiators of
divorce and considered their family life unhappy. Even if they manage to keep good relationships, for a
child divorce is always a catastrophe, it is a tragedy for the whole life, because child can be absolutely
happy only having both of parents. Besides, scientists discovered that children of divorced parents in
their adulthood divorce more often than children raised in full families.

Divorce is the process that causes much harm to a child, affects the mental health. Moreover, gils raised
without father often begin to hate men in general. Divorce also has negative influence on the child’s
discipline and the personality development. Children often start doing what they want, they usually
have problems with friends, memory and school. Since the child is between parents, he /she will always
suffer more than the parents.

Most of divorced men and women become supporters of free relationships because of their previous
negative family experience. They also are afraid of the repetition of the situation, that is why they do
not get married again.

So, now you see how much important it is to consider all the possible negative consequences of divorce
before taking such a decision. Also, young people should understand the whole responsibility when they
decide to get married. Anyway, I hope that the situation with divorces will improve soon and that people
will be more serious about marriage and family relationships.

